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THE SCIENTIFIC MONTHLY 

DEMONOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY IN MEDICINE 

BY JONATHAN WRIGHT, M.D. 

PLEASANTVILLE, NEW YORK 

IN the study of the theories of primitive medicine as set forth by the 
observers of modern uncivilized tribes and by the archeologists, 

the student is impressed by certain salient phenomena in the wild man's 
concept of disease etiology. He is also struck by the frequency with 
which first-hand observers, usually not medical men, adduce certain 
arguments by use of analogies which at first seem obvious, but which 
later to the professional man seem a little strained. The latter, I think, 
is apt finally to fall into the way of thinking of the phenomena from 
two points of view, one objective and the other subjective. Primitive 

demonology has been repeatedly associated with modern bacteriology 
by the ethnologist as a parallel etiological concept. He tends thus to 

bring into close apposition the first and the latest medical concepts of 
the causes of disease. It may not be uninteresting to review, in a very 
cursory manner, what we have learned of the universally accepted and 

long held theory of demonology as the cause of the ills of the flesh and 
of the spirit, from which man has suffered. Such theories were domi- 
nant until comparatively recent times-in fact during all but a few 
recent centuries of the many hundreds of years which have elapsed 
since we first catch a glimpse of the mentality of our ancestors. The 
traces of the idea are still so numerous and so apparent it is a work of 
supererogation to point them out in the current medical literature to 

discerning readers. 
Before dwelling on demonology in the belief of primitive man as to 

disease we note the exceptions. We find primitive man thinking of 
disease as something which has gone wrong with his soul or his shadow 
or as due to the witchcraft of his fellows and finally to what we are 

pleased to call "rational" causes. We say these are the germs of 
"rational" medicine, but we must not lose sight of the fact that they 
were to him no more and no less rational than his other "reasons" for 
illness. They were undifferentiated. They were inextricably inter- 
woven with his concepts of demons within and without him as the 
causes of disease and death. Over the whole was diffused a haze due 
not to deficient, but to unregulated mental processes-to mental proc- 
esses which have less evolutionary past than our own. It was not 
because of lack of ability that he did not think clearly. Among them 
evidently there were men quite as capable of thinking clearly, but 
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doubtless they were as few as among us. It is said the vast majority of 
modern men only think they think and I suppose nothing more harsh 
can be said of the cerebral activity of primitive man. It is intimated 
that the cerebral functions of most of us now are mere imitations, reflex 
actions, mental contagion resulting in following the lead of some one 
who car think.1 To think clearly is doubtless a rarity to-day, but we 
are justified in the belief that it was a much rarer phenomenon in the 
undisciplined mental activities of primitive man. This haziness of 
thought we must accept as undifferentiated, not as inferior mental 
activity. We can, thanks to our social and mental inheritance, differ- 
entiate demonology from other explanations of disease man made to 
himself in the infancy of the regulation of thought, but that differ- 
entiation is a modern not a prehistoric invention. 

Inextricably bound up with the ills of the body among primitive 
men are the ills of the soul. Again it is all one and undifferentiated. 
His religion was real to him in the sense that it formed a part of the 
other realities of his environment. A very short reference to one or 
two aspects of this multiform pantheism will soon drift us into the 
demonology of disease. Thus his religious beliefs permeated his whole 
life on earth from the cradle to the grave and became a part of his very 
being, in a sense quite different from the spiritual inheritance he has 
left us. From the earliest times demonology was an essential ingre- 
dient of the oldest religious thought of which we have written records. 
A belief in every kind of demoniacal influence, which permeated not 
only the Babylonian and Assyrian people, whose heirs were the Jews, 
but the Hindus, was based on the supposed peopling of the air by 
spiritual beings-personifications or companions of storm and tempest. 
The very air itself had a spiritual meaning-expressed in etymology 
to-day. It is true some savages believe in beneficent powerful spirits 
or gods or even God, but for the most part they propitiate and concern 
themselves about the other kind, and pay little homage to those beings 
who wished them well, as indeed why should they? Their reasoning 
was much more consistent than ours. Why should a truly beneficent 
or a neutral God be propitiated.? They needed all their slender stock 
of wealth and energy for the evil, aggressive kind. The idea of a 
beneficent god persecuting a poor human insect, busy with the mystery 
of evil, because he did not kneel to one superior to the demons that 

I do not think it necessary to pursue this train of thought further, familiar 
as it is to us in esoteric philosophy, but in self-defense I may add that I am 
conscious, if I did, of the necessity of entering into the interminable discussion 
as to how far, if at all, any thought is independent of "reflex action" and men- 
tal contagion and I suspect I should have to confess that essentially the 
'thought," of the follower is essentially the same as the thought of the leader. 
I am only here recalling certain conventional trends of modern thought, not 
asserting any justification for it in critical analysis. 
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dogged him did not readily enter their brains. We still are silent 
before the mystery of evil, but the heathen in his ignorance is not to 
be criticized for not being impressed with that kind of superiority or 
neutrality. He was very much more concerned, and rightly, with fend- 

ing off devils of disease that lurked in trees and streams, praying to 
them as they still do in Shensi.2 

There were those things in the wood and the water which had other 
functions, but the trees in Shensi are believed to be, as they are in other 
localities, "the dwelling places of spirits who possess the power of 

healing diseases and of bringing trouble to a happy termination," and 
when the sufferers who worship them recover, they furnish testimonials 
of their faith and gratitude by hanging red cloth on the boughs. Doubt- 
less it is connected with the spirit worship of ancestors, which leads 
back to the necessity of diminishing their discontent. It is not always 
clear why certain trees are selected, nor why the trees sometimes cause 
misfortune and sometimes heal disease, but along the Han River 

The trees and rocks and the river itself are peopled by spirits, some of 
whom are good and some evil. The spirits are omnipresent and never sleep; 
they are all under the control of a mysterious being called the River Dragon. 

There are few places left in the world where tree and water sprites 
linger to-day so undisturbed as they do in Shensi. In Australia they 
tell you:3 

Spirits were very plentiful before the arrival of the white man. A spring 
of fine water near Mount Kolor, called Lurtpii, was their favorite resort, and 
they were to be found there at all times by the doctor, who alone had the power 
to make them appear. 

This needs no translation for us, familiar as we are with the harvest 

reaped still at " Springs " and " Spas " and " Bads " by modern wizards 
who people the evil tasting waters with healing powers. 

From a recent remark of Dr. Mayer in regard to Papua4 where the 
stone age lingers, we may see the reason why the primeval wizards more 

honestly entertained the belief in the magic of the waters. 
It is still a country of surprises, as when the petroleum fields, probably a 

thousand square miles in area, were discovered only about four years ago along 
the Vailala River, the natives having concealed their knowledge of the bubbling 
gas springs through fear of offending the evil spirits of the place. 

It is quite evident here that the gas bubbles, inexplicable to the 

savage mind, were the "unknowable" element which deified the place 
and this may give us a clue to the gods and goddesses of springs at 
least. It is an excellent example of the readiness with which primitive 

2Nichols, F. H., "Through Hidden Shensi." New York, 1902. 
3 Dawson, James, "Australian Aborigines." Melbourne, 1881. 
4 Mayer, A. G., " Papua, Where the Stone-Age Lingers," SCIENTIFIC 

MONTHLY, Vol. 1, Nov., 1915, p. 105. 
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man endows the "unknowable" with divinity so natural to man even 
to-day. 

Though this belief in tree and water spirits is absent from the 
theology of many native tribes, as specifically, though qualifiedly denied 

by Williamson,5 for New Guinea, it is a very striking phenomenon with 
many, and in the classic times of Greek and later European literature 
it was embodied in many graceful and poetic legends. A traveler in 
the Andean region of the Argentine6 relates that one of his men having 
a headache he called in a female native doctress who promptly ascribed 
his illness to the evil spirit in a spring near which he had camped the 
night before. One of these evil spirits had also taken possession of a 
spring near a house which, though the best in the town, was shunned 
by the natives for fear of 'being killed by the maleficent being. In 
Africa, on the West Coast7 several varieties of trees are believed to be 
inhabited by indwelling spirits, which are not exactly gods, but answer 
more to the hama-dryads of ancient Greece, or to the elves of medieval 
Europe. With these people as with all primitive man witchcraft is 
the chief cause of sickness and death. They can not, they think, attribute 
these evils to the gods, unless they occur in some way special to a god; as, for 
instance, when a man is struck by lightning, in which case the event would be 
attributed to iShango-or contracts smallpox, when the disease would be at- 
tributed to Shanpanna; for they are very careful to keep on good terms with 
the gods, by scrupulously observing their religious duties. They consequently 
attribute sickness and death, other than death resulting from injury and 
violence, to persons who have for bad purposes enlisted the services of evil 
spirits, that is to say, to wizards and witches. 

This is but a glimpse at the manifold and innumerable instances 
obtainable from ethnographic literature, of the way all external nature 
is permeated by anthropomorphic concepts of a motive power, which 
still troubles our own synods. As primitive man interpreted phenomena 
external to his body so he interpreted queer phenomena internal to it. 

The belief prevailing through the lower culture that the diseases which vex 
mankind are brought by individual spirits is one which has produced striking 
examples of mythic development. Thus in Burma the Karen lives in terror of 
the mad "la," the epileptic "la" and the rest of the seven evil demons who 
go about seeking his life.8 

In old times it was the custom in the Shan States, as in Burma, to 

bury alive a man or woman under the palace or the gates of a new 

Williamson, R. W., "The Mafulu; Mountain People of British New 
Guinea." London, 1912. 

6Boman, E., "Antiquit6s de la region andine de la R6public Argentine et 
du desert d'Atacama." Publication of the Mission Scientifique. C. de Crequi 
Montfort et Senechal de la Grange, tome II., pp. 579-589. Paris, 1908. 

7 Ellis, A. B., "The Yoruba-Speaking Peoples of the Slave Coast of West 
Africa." London, 1894. 

8 Tylor, E. B., "Primitive Culture." 4th ed. London, 1903. 2 vols. 
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city, so that the spirits of the dead in guarding the place from human 
enemies should also keep evil spirits that bring sickness at a distance.9 
Evil spirits as the cause of disease is a theory of its origin and nature 
which occurs 
in various parts of the world, as for instance in Siberia among the Kalmucks, 
the Khirgiz, and Bashkirs; in many of the Indian tribes, as the Abors, Kocharis, 
Kols, etc.; in Ceylon; among the Karens; in the Andamans; in the Samoan, 
Harvey, and other Pacific Islands; in Madagascar; among the Caribs, etc . . 
So again in Guinea, the native doctors paint their patients different colors in 
honor of the spirit which is supposed to have caused the disease.10 

According to the Bukaua, disease is a personified thing existing outside of 
man. It is rather remarkable that though the Bukaua is acquainted with the 
internal organs of man, he places them in no relationship to disease.1. 

In India 

the people believe that in the blazing days of the Indian summer the Goddess 
Devi flies through the air and strikes any child which wears a red gown. The 
result is the first symptoms which less imaginative people call sunstroke.12 

In Malaysia among the Mantra 
all diseases are believed to be caused either by spirits or by the spells of men.... 
The Swelling Demon haunts the abodes of men, whom it afflicts with pains in 
the stomach and the head. 

In the ground there lives a demon 
who causes inflammation and swellings both in the hands and feet .... To 
enumerate the remainder of the demons would be merely to convert the name of 

every species of disease known to the Mantra into that of a demon or Hantu. 
If any new disease appeared, it would be ascribed to a demon bearing the same 
name.l1 

Im Thurnl very cautiously observes of some of the South American 
Indians. 

By some observers among these and other tribes in a parallel stage of 
civilization, it has been supposed that all diseases are also personified and re- 

garded as possessed of spirits, just as are material bodies, animate and inani- 
mate. But it seems to me that, at least in Guiana, this is not quite the case.... 
It seems to me that these diseases are not distinct beings, but rather forms, 
visible or invisible, assumed by the spirits of kenaimas, who, as has been ex- 

plained elsewhere, are capable of throwing their spirits into any body they 
please. When, therefore, a disease-spirit situated in the bodily form of a stick 
or stone is removed from the flesh of an invalid, this bodily form is only one 

Milne, Mrs. Leslie, "Shans at Home." London, 1910. 

1o Avebery, Lord, "The Origin of Civilization and the Primitive Condition 
of Man." London, 1889. 

ix Neuhauss, R., "Deutsch Nieu-Guinea.' Berlin, 1911. 3 vols. 
12 iCrooke, W., "The Popular Religion and Folk-Lore of Northern India." 

Westminster, Eng., 1896. 2 vols. 

13Skeat, W. W., and Blagden, C. 0., "Pagan Races of the Malay Penin- 
sula." London, 1906. 2 vols. 

14Im Thurn, Sir E. F., "Among the Indians of Guiana." London, 1883. 
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of the infinitely variable number which the kenaima is able to assume; and 
when a forest path is blocked against the advance of a disease, it is blocked 
against the bodily form of a malicious kenaima. In other words, diseases are 
not, I think, distinctly personified. 

This seems rather the refinement of criticism of a scientist than 
entirely to exclude the personification of disease. Elsewhere observers 
have not made any qualification as to the conceptions they found. In 
the Fiji Islandsl5 

one of the fiends had a monster front tooth which curved over his head, and bat's 
wings with claws and was usually regarded as a harbinger of pestilence ... 
Among their gods was a god of leprosy. 

How firmly this idea is rooted in the minds of some primitive men 
is to be noticed in an observation made by Boas16 on the Chinock In- 
dians. One would suppose a gun shot or arrow wound needed no 

divinity to account for the ensuing trouble, but, 
as soon as it is discovered that a person is shot his friends endeavor to take out 
the disease. The conjurer clasps his hands so that the thumb of the right hand 
is held by the fingers of the left. He catches the disease in his hands. It tries 
to escape, and when the thumb of the right hand comes out of the clasped hands 
the disease has escaped. While he holds the disease in his hands, five people 
take hold of him, two at his legs, two at his arms, and one at his back. They 
lift him; then a kettle is placed near the fire and filled with water. They try to 
bring the conjurer to the water, but the spirit of the disease resists. When he 
escapes, the men fall down, because the resisting spirit suddenly gives way. 
Sometimes they succeed in carrying the conjurer to the water. Then the disease- 
spirit is put into the water. When it gets cold it loses its power. Then they 
look at it. Sometimes they see that the spirit is made of claws of a wolf or of 
a bird; and someimes of the bone of a dead person, which is carved in the form 
of a man. 

It is no less real an impersonation on the West Coast of Africa:17 

When an Abiku has entered a child he takes for his own use, and for the 
use of his companions, the greater part of the food that the child eats, who in 
consequence begins to pine away and to become emaciated. If an Abiku who 
had entered a child were not bound to supply the wants of other Abikus who 
had not succeeded in obtaining human tenements, no great harm would ensue, 
since the sustenance taken could be made sufficient both for the child and his 
tenant. It is the incessant demands that are made by the hungry Abikus out- 
side, and which the indwelling Abiku has to satisfy, that destroy the child, for 
the whole of his food is insufficient for their requirements. When a child is 
peevish and fretful it is believed that the outside Abikus are hurting him in 
order to make the indwelling Abiku give them more to eat; for everything done 
to the child is felt by his Abiku. The indwelling Abiku is thus, to a great ex- 

Is Mayer, A. G., Popular Science Monthly, June, July, Sept., 1915, pp. 521, 
31, 292. 

e1 Boas, Franz, "The Doctrine of Souls and of Disease among the Chinock 
Indians," Journal of American Folk-Lore, Vol. 6, Jan.-March, 1893. 

17Ellis, A. B., "The Yoruba-Speaking Peoples of the Slave Coast of West 
Africa." London, 1894. 
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tent, identified with the child himself, and it is possible that the whole supersti- 
tion may be a corruption of the Gold Coast belief in the sisa. A mother who 
sees her child gradually wasting away without apparent cause, concludes that an 
Abiku has entered it, or, as the natives frequently express it, that she has given 
birth to an Abiku, and that it is being starved because the Abiku is stealing all 
its nourishment. To get rid of the indwelling Abiku, and its companions out- 

side, the anxious mother offers a sacrifice of food; and while the Abikus are 

supposed to be devouring the spiritual part of the food, and to have their atten- 
tion diverted, she attaches iron rings and small belts to the ankles of the child, 
and hangs iron chains round his neck. The jingling of the iron and the tinkling 
of the bells is supposed to keep the Abikus at a distance, hence the number of 
children that are to be seen with their feet weighed down with iron ornaments. 
Sometimes the child recovers its health, and it is then believed that this proce- 
dure has been effective, and that the Abikus have beeh driven away. If, how- 
ever, no improvement takes place, or the child grows worse, the mother endeavors 
to drive out the Abiku by making small incisions in the body of the child, and 

putting therein green peppers or spices, believing that she will thereby cause 

pain to the Abiku and make him depart. The poor child screams with pain, but 
the mother hardens her heart in the belief that the Abiku is suffering equally. 

There is always behind calamity some malignant power which 
selects the victim. The theory of disease among the American Indians 
of the Cherokee tribe Powell8 sums up sententiously--"Animals, 
ghosts, witches." There are other causes in many tribes in almost every 
savage part of the world, but invariably the category includes these. 

The Kafirs quite recognize that there are types of disease which are in- 
herited and have not been caused by magic or by ancestral spirits.19 

Of the etiology of West African diseases Miss Kingsley20 says that some 
diseases are due to human agency: 

The others arise from what is called witchcraft. You will often hear it 
said that the general idea among savage races is that death always arises from 

witchcraft; but I think, from what I have said regarding diseases arising from 
bush-souls' bad tempers, from contracting a sisa, from losing the shadow at 

high noon, and from, it may be, other causes I have not spoken of, that this 

generalization is for West Africa too sweeping. But undoubtedly sixty per 
cent. of the deaths are believed to arise from witchcraft. I would put the per- 
centage higher, were it not for the terrible mortality from smallpox and the 
sleep disease down south in Loango and Kakongo, those diseases not being in 

any case that I have had personal acquaintance with imputed to witchcraft at 
all. Indeed I venture to think that any disease that takes an epidemic form is 
regarded as a scourge sent by some great outraged nature spirit, not a mere 
human dabbler in devils. 

While essentially all disease, as we have seen, has its origin in the 
activities of ghost or spirit, or demon within the body devouring the 
patient's insides, they have not that concrete embodiment as a whole 
which is ascribed to the plainly contagious affections. 

18 Powell, J. W., Seventh Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the 

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, 188.5-86. Washington, 1891. 
19 Kidd, D., "The Essential Kafir." London, 1904. 
20 Kingsley, M. H., "West African Studies." 2d ed. New York, 1901. 
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The Persian sees in bodily shape the apparition of Al, the scarlet fever: 
"She seems a blushing maid with locks of flame and cheeks all rosy red."21 
Amongst the spirits of disease, by the Mantra the smallpox demon is held in 
such dread that they have a repugnance even to mention his name. 

Both the smallpox demon and the cholera demon, who is called Rak, 
are exorcised by means of a dance, during which certain magic formulae 
are chanted by the magician.22 From the same source we learn that 

it will help us to an idea of the distinct personality which the disease demon has 
in the minds of the lower races, to notice the Orang Laut of this district placing 
thorns and brush in the paths leading to a part where smallpox had broken out, 
to keep the demons off; just as the Khonds of Orissa try with thorns and 
ditches, and stinking oil, poured on the ground, to barricade the paths to their 
hamlets against the goddess of smallpox, Jugah Penim. Among the Dyaks of 
Borneo, "to have been smitten by a spirit" is to be ill.23 

In some parts of Africa a person dying of smallpox is not buried, "but 
the corpse is hung up to let the disease fly away with the wind, instead 
of keeping it about the place."24 Thus we see disease devils without 
and within the body. I might go on to cite the instances of animals 
who have found their way into the wild man's insides, often causing 
mental troubles, or inanimate objects witched into him, as among the 
Australians or in South Africa, causing rheumatism and other troubles, 
but the list would be interminable. How these things work is probably 
not at all well figured out in the mind of primitive man. Iow a great 
demon with a curving tusk going up over his head would get inside of 
a little man it is hard to say. This is one of the things hid in the 
haze of primitive man's budding mentality. 

Miss Kingsley in her humorous mimicry of West African English 
says: 

In 1893 I came across another instance of the post-mortem practise. A 
woman had dropped down dead on a factory beach at Corisco Bay. The natives 
could not make it out at all. They were irritated about her conduct: "She no 
sick, she no complain, she no nothing, and then she go die one time. " The post- 
mortem showed a burst aneurism. The native verdict was "She done witch 
herself," i. e., she was witch-eaten by her own familiar. 

In Guiana Kenaimas,25 in the form of worms, insects, or even inanimate 

objects, are supposed to enter the bodies of their enemies and there 
cause all headaches, toothaches, and other such bodily pains. In refer- 
ence to the entrance into the body of worms and insects as the cause 
of disease, it is possible that the sight of dead bodies containing them 

may have given rise to the idea. Job (XIX. 26) refers to the worms 

21 Tylor, E. B., "Primitive Culture." 4th ed. London, 1903. 2 vols. 
22 Skeat, W. W., and Blagden, C. 0., "Pagan Races of the Malay Penin- 

sula." London, 1906. 2 vols. 
23 Tylor, E. B., "Primitive Culture." 4th ed. London, 1904. 2 vols. 
24 Werner, A., "The Natives of British Central Africa." London, 1906. 
25Im Thurn, Sir E. F., "Among the Indians of Guiana." London, 1883. 
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which "after my skin destroy this body." Williamson26 says of the 
people of New Guinea: 

A man with the toothache will say that a spirit is eating my teeth." The 
people seem to have a knowledge of something inside the teeth, the nature of 
which I am not able to state definitely, but which apparently is, in fact, the nerve, 
and they recognize that it is in this "something" that the pain arises; but I 
could not ascertain the connection between this something and the spirit which 
is supposed to cause the trouble. 

The way of thinking of the South Sea savage27 is that in illness "the 
ghost is eating the patient," and the California Indians28 believe the 
evil spirits "cause snakes and other reptiles to enter into; their bodies 
and gnaw their vitals." 

We can see how a thorn or ,a pebble in the cellular tissue causes 
inflammation, how the worms crawling from dead bodies may start the 
wild man's mind off on various theories of disease, but it is not always 
entirely clear to us, and their theories were doubtless not clear to 
primitive men themselves. They not infrequently sought to prove their 
validity. We have seen how they proved the woman with the heart 
aneurism had "done witched herself." In West Africa Miss Kingsley's 
attention was arrested by 

seeing several unpleasant-looking objects stuck on poles. Investigation showed 
they were the lungs, livers, or spleens of human beings; and local information 
stated that they were the powers of witches-witches that had been killed, and on 
examination found to have inside them these things, dangerous to the state and 
society at large. Hence it was the custom to stick these things up on poles as 
warnings to the general public not to harbor in their individual interiors things 
to use against their fellow creatures. 

They needed but to open the bodies of the victims to find the same, and 
thus the connection between the two was manifest. 'The widow Douglas 
had always told Huckleberry Finn the world was round like a ball, but 
he never took any stock in "a lot of them superstitions of hers." So 
he used: to go up on a hill and prove to himself it was flat because he 
" reckoned the best way to get a sure thing on a fact is to go and examine 
for yourself and not take anybody's says so." This is the true scientific 
spirit and in many modern scientific minds like Huck's and the inves- 
tigators in West Africa, untrained in logic, it leads to like results. This 
lack of reasoning and analysis, very apparent to us in 'the records of 
observers of primitive man and not by any means unnoticeable in the 
"deductions," "conclusions" and "remarks" at the end of many a 

26 Williamson, R. W., "The Mafulu; Mountain People of British New 
Guinea." London, 1912. 

27 Williamson, R. W., cThe Ways of the South Sea Savage.'" Philadelphia, 
1914. 

28 Bancroft, H. H., "CThe Native Races of the Pacific States of N'orth 
America." New York, 1875-76. 5 vols. 
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modern medical treatise, has in the course of ages perhaps been less 
conspicuous, but the way has always been set with pitfalls. After the 
rise of the cellular pathology we recognized that disease was dependent 
upon the destruction of cells. In West Africa the frequent localiza- 
tion of the devouring witch in the lungs is due, the Rev. Dr. Nassau29 
intimates, to the existence of the cavities of the thirdi stage of con- 
sumption. He says in a footnote: 

Similarly I have known the fimbriated extremities of the fallopian tubes in 
a woman held up as proof of her having been a witch. The ciliary movements of 
fimbriEe were regarded as the efforts of her "familiar" at a process of eating. 
The decision was that she had been "eaten" to death by her own offended 
familiar. 

This surprising note among other revelations demonstrates the value 
of early post-mortems. If you want to be sure of a thing, Huck Finn 
said, you want to go and see it. 

Our cellular pathology seems now only a slight descent into the 
microscopic realm from the Zulu lesion, but at the time of its prevalence, 
we had become familiar with the action of chemicals and even of 
digestive juices on dead and living tissues. We knew of many chemical 
reactions in which the chief alteration of inert matter was one of oxi- 
dation, with the production of heat. Nothing was more natural than 
from this to arise an idea of inflammation in which the phlogiston 
theory was modified to express the destruction of tissue by a process of 
oxidation which accounted for the fever. Perhaps this is not wholly 
wrong as a conception of a part of the process of tissue destruction- 
not wholly wrong, but it was rapidly displaced by the advent of the 
living organisms of disease. We did not at first stop to inquire how 
they worked. We jumped at once from them to the lesion. Gradually 
bio-chemistry is coming to the fore and, we are learning how the bac- 
terial spirits of disease produce their evil effects, but with primitive 
man unacquainted with chemical action, when he got down to details, 
they were anthropomorphic-drawn from such experience as he had. 
The evil spirits bit and chewed and sucked the blood of the internal 
organs. How he thought the inert matter and the absent soul and 
taboos worked we do not know, but we have every reason to believe 
that, as a rule, he did not think at all. Even Lister felt it enough to 
demonstrate that germs present, disease occurs-absent, there is no 
disease. Lack of analysis in both cases is patent. We begin to know 
that disease germs present do not always mean disease present. 

Demonology and modern medicine overlap one another throughout 
the whole historical period of 2,500 years, the thin edge of the latter 
reaching far back of Hippocrates and the tapering off of the former 
promising to reach far into the future beyond our day and generation. 

29 Nassau, R. T., "Fetichism in West Africa." New York, 1904. 
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One of the most learned of modern ethnologists curiously develops 
something of this train of thought-that interwoven with belief in the 

spirits of disease was an apperception of the truth which has swelled 
through the ages to the freshest of its manifestations in bacteriology. 
I quote from a recent article by Sir Harry Johnston,30 who here seeks 
to illustrate the existence of that thin edge of the overlapping rational- 
ism which lay alongside the large bulk of demonology-the orthodox 
faith of primitive man: 

Not only did the growing culture of the Neolithic and early Metal ages 
begin to perceive danger in the fly, in the locust, bug, tick, and mosquito, but an 
instinctive dread was felt of the invisible germ, the minute organisms which 
were not to be visually perceived by man till the seventeenth century of the 
Christian era and not to be in reality appreciated and understood till about 
fifteen years ago. This instinctive belief in the "germs" and the spread of 
germ-diseases was undoubtedly at the basis of the preposterous caste regulations 
developed by the Aryan invaders of a Negroid, Australoid India. They avoided 
the contact and even the proximity of the dark-skinned races over whom they 
had come to rule, because they associated such contact with the spread of disease. 
Though they assigned false reasons, they were right in the main-there is a good 
deal of common sense at the back of most religions-and it may only have been 
at first through the strictness of these precepts that the ancestors of the Brah- 
man survived; though their descendants in modern India have resolutely fought 
the efforts to exterminate disease on the part of their recently arrived Nordic 
half-brothers, by refusing to credit the germ theories and to cooperate in modern 
measures of sanitation for the suppression of cholera, malarial fevers and plague. 

At any rate, we may go far enough to assert that they were right 
to ;suppose that some external agent, demon or bacterium, introduced 
from without is the cause of most disease. Indeed, in pointing out the 

conception of a conflict of the evil spirits of disease with good spirits 
that defend the body within, we are perhaps within hailing distance of 
the time when Hippocrates defined disease as a conflict between op- 
posing forces waged in the bodies of men and animals. It persists as 
the best definition of disease modern science can give, but the concept 
did not originate with Mletchnikoff nor even with Hippocrates. For, 
of the people on the lower Niger, to whom neither Socratic nor Hippo- 
cratic wisdom seems to have penetrated, it is said that31 " every medicine 
to be of any use must have within it a spiritual essence to defeat the 
operations of the aggressive invader. .. . And they use certain, to us, 
senseless precautions 
in the firm belief that the spirit of the medicine will keep the spirit of the dis- 
ease from attacking and infecting the wearers of the fetish. When, however, it 
fails to do this, the latter spirit has simply vanquished the former; the spirit of 
the disease has been too strong for the spirit of the doctor's medicine. 

30 Johnston, Sir Harry, "The Nineteenth Century and After.' July, 1915, 
p. 151. 

31 Leonard, A. G., "The Lower Niger and its Tribes." London, 1906. 
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With anthropomorphic conceptions of the unknown, perfectly justifiable 
from their point of view, their actions, to us absurd, are entirely 
rational. Not only were various objects living and dead, as they are 
with us, made to serve as refuges for .these disease devils, but to make 
the analogy closer we have seen Johnston trying to connect their demons 
up with our little devils, which at last we have managed to see. In- 
numerable forms and variations are to be noted in their medical prac- 
tises, but they are all based on the idea that the cause of disease is some 

specific living object. We have identified it as a germ, but the germ 
of the idea existed many thousands of years before the discoveries of 
Pasteur and his predecessors. This similitude of conception has been 
dwelt on by others, especially by Miss Kingsley, who remarks of the 
devil sent in to drive away the disease devil, "a leucocytes versus 

pathogenic bacteria sort of influence, I suppose," by Johnston, just 
alluded to, and by another observer of the African mentality. Dowd32 

says: 
It is pretty evident to an unbiased mind that our microbe or bacteriological 

theory of disease is merely a thinly disguised imitation of the African spirit 
theory. 

It is not only the ethnologist, but the 'archeologist whose thought is 

pervaded with this analogy between the primitive man's little demons 
of disease and modern man's devilish little disease germs. It is 
Jastrow,38 the Assyriologist, who is struck by it. In old Babylon 
the evil spirits supposed to cause sickness and other ills were of various kinds, 
and each class appears to have had its special function. Some clearly repre- 
sented the shades of the departed, who return to earth to plague the living; 
others are personifications of certain diseases. The existence of special demons 
for consumption (or wasting disease), fever, ague, and headache forms a curious 

parallel to specialization in the practise of modern medicine. There was even 
a "gynecological' demon, known as Labartu, whose special function it was to 
attack women in childbirth, and steal the offspring. ... In short, like the 
modern "germs" of which they are the remote prototypes, they are universal 
and everywhere. They move preferably in groups of seven. 

Elsewhere34 he points out that in ancient Assyro-Babylonia 

a cure, therefore, involved driving the demon out of the body, either forcing him 
out or coaxing him out. Incantations as a means of bringing this about are 
therefore to be viewed as the antitoxins of primitive medicine, acting primarily 
on the demons, and merely as a resultant incident bringing about the cure of 
the patient. 

32 Dowd, J., "The Negro Races." New York, 1907-14. 2 vols. 
83 Jastrow, M., "Aspects of Religious Belief and Practise in Babylonia and 

Assyria. " New York, 1911. 
34 Jastrow, M., Proc. of the Royal Soc. of Medicine, Vol. 7, No. 5, Hist. 

Section, 1914, pp. 109-176, 
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Incantations, however, have not as much affiliation with modern bac- 
terial therapy as another prehistoric performance. In Preuss's book 
on the medicine of the Talmud35 he refers to the fact that Varro and 
Columella in the first century after Christ ascribed the diseases of 
Rome to little animals, which live in the swamps and are breathed in 

by men. These little animalcules he insists are no nearer parallels to 
the spirits referred to in the book of Tobit as mazziqin than are the 

microorganisms of the modern bacterial theory in spite of the fact that 

they closely resemble the concepts, if they are not identical with the 
Babylonian demons, that peopled the air of Mesopotamia and entered 
the bodies of men to their destruction. He admits that the Egypto- 
Assyrian prototype of the Jewish and Christian censers, smoking with 
resinous drugs which developed the antiseptic vapors of ethereal oils, 
forms some sort of a parallel with the now discarded weapons of the 

fumigators of our boards of health in their early bacterial days. His 
scorn of this sort of thing doubtless was expressed after the wane of 
this enthusiasm of early bacteriological orthodoxy. Nevertheless, even 

though no more than a coincidence, other things taken into consid- 
eration, it is rather remarkable that antiseptic ethereal oils were let 
loose in fumigation to exorcise the little demons of disease in old 
Judea some 3,000 years ago and let loose again some 30 years ago to 
exorcise the little red and blue devils we saw under our microscopic 
objectives. The efficacy of the fumigating performance, so far as the 
disease is concerned, doubtless was the same, but there is no occasion 
for scoffing at the performance at either date, but rather for reflection 
on the transitoriness of theory and the evanescence of facts. In disgust 
he says: 

IStatt die heiligen Schriften zu verherrliehen, wie sie meinen, machen sie sie 
und sich lacherlich. 

There is a good deal of the hiss about this, but it is indeed not Holy 
Writ that is made ridiculous alone. All but recent sanitary science 
comes in for its share. 

As I remarked at the opening of this short review of an interesting 
passage in the history of primitive medicine, there is an objective and 
a subjective aspect of it. The phenomena as they presented them- 
selves to primitive man's consciousness were practically the same in his 
time as in ours. " Here is a man well and like the rest of us yesterday. 
To-day he is languid and feverish and weak. Something ails him, some- 
thing has got into him," to use a modern vulgar 'colloquialism which 
expresses it all, both in the ancient and the modern concept. "I have 
made acquaintance with a number of active two-legged things much 
like myself and I know other four-legged things less, like myself and 

s5 Preuss, J., "Biblisch-talmudische Medizin." Berlin, 1911. 
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some crawling things not at all like me. That's about all I know that 
harms a man." "Yes," says a skeptic, "but these we can see or feel 
or smell." "Whatever it is that has got into our fellow man doubt- 
less is like some of the other things we know, only it can't be seen, nor 
felt nor smelt," says the ancient constructive scientist; "Must be 

something too small to see with the naked eye," says the modern 
theorist, who knows there are such things and how difficult it is to see 
them even through a double convex glass or even through a combination 
of them. Thus far then the prehistoric and the modern scientist follow 
the same trend of thought. They reason from a knowledge of things 
they know to things they do not know. Early man did not succeed in 

seeing his demon and he made mistakes about his attributes. Modern 
man finally saw the demon, but it is very evident that the early bac- 
teriologists, who first saw him in connection with disease, also made 
mistakes as to his attributes, though they seem to have classified him a 
little differently. Reasoning from analogy is often man's only resource, 
but it is a fallible one and it is curious to see how it has helped him. 
and how it has deceived him, both in his primitive and in his more 

sophisticated state. It is, however, all very logical. Given the same 

phenomena of nature and the same receptacle of the impressions they 
make-the same brain-we find the latter now making the same 

response to direct stimuli as it did at the dawn of the reasoning proc- 
esses, differing only in the influence of an accumulated experience and 
in the inheritance of past achievements. 

On the subjective side of this matter as I write I am reminded by 
a recent New England author of Puritan descent, somewhat given to 

forcing analogies, that 

what Augustine and Calvin saw, in the human affairs whence each alike inferred 
the systems of Heaven and Hell, was really what the modern evolutionists per- 
ceive in every aspect of Nature. Total depravity is only a theological name for 
that phase of life which in less imaginative times we name the struggle for 
existence; and likewise election is only a theological name for what our newer 
fashion calls the survival of the fittest. Old-world theology and modern science 
alike strive to explain facts which have been and shall be so long as humanity 
casts its shadow in the sunshine. 

One hesitates whether to accept the view that the human mind runs 
easily only along certain grooves, or whether the impulses which set it in 
motion are really so identical in their tendencies and so accurate in 
their aims that ends are arrived at which if not identical are, it must be 
confessed, curiously analogous. On the whole our modern philosophy 
teaches us that the impulses may be marked, but more or less inde- 
terminate and aimless. The mental momentum they set up glides into 
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grooves or paths which previously expended energies have ploughed 
and blazed through the intricacies of past cerebral activities. It is in 
this way we may account for the complacency with which the fit who 
have survived contemplate themselves as the elect and in the analysis 
demonolatry can claim what it really had in mind all the time was 

bacteriology. 
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